We consider methods for connected reconfigurations by finite automate in the socalled hybrid or Robot-on-Tiles model of programmable matter, in which a number of simple robots move on and rearrange an arrangement of passive tiles in the plane that form polyomino shapes, making use of a supply of additional tiles that can be placed. We investigate the problem of reconfiguration under the constraint of maintaining connectivity of the tile arrangement; this reflects scenarios in which disconnected subarrangements may drift apart, e.g., in the absence of gravity in space. We show that two finite automata suffice to mark a bounding box, which can then be used as a stepping stone for more complex operations, such as scaling a tile arrangement by a given factor, rotating arrangements, or copying arrangements to a different location. We also describe an algorithm for scaling monotone polyominoes without the help of a bounding box.
task, making use of suitable protocols that result in the desired outcomes, such as scaling a P by a constant factor c, producing a copy of P , or rotating P .
Our Results
Our approach makes use of first computing a bounding box for the arrangement P , which is then used for more advanced tasks. Our results include the following.
1. Given a polyomino P , constructing a bounding box surrounding P can be done using two robots in O(max(w, h) · (wh + k · |∂P |)) steps (see Theorem 1) . In case of simply connected (i.e., hole-free) polyominoes, we show that one robot is sufficient (see Corollary 1).
2. Given a polyomino P that is already surrounded by a bounding box, scaling by a constant scaling factor c next to the initial position of P can be done with two robots in O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps (see Theorem 2) . For simply connected polyominoes, one robot is sufficient (see Corollary 2).
3. For a polyomino P that is already scaled by a known scaling factor c, we can reverse the process by down-scaling P by a factor of 1 c in O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps using one robot (see Corollary 3). 4 . We show that with the help of a bounding box, other reconfiguration algorithms can also be carried out in a connected fashion (see Theorem 3).
5. Given a monotone polyomino P , scaling by a constant scaling factor c can be done in O(w 2 hc 2 ) steps using two robots and without requiring a bounding box construction (see Theorem 4) .
Overview: In Section 2 we start by introducing the basic model and definitions. Our algorithm for constructing a bounding box with the help of just two finite-state robots is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we present our algorithm for scaling a given polyomino when the bounding box is already constructed. The scaling itself can be carried out with one robot; as the construction of a bounding box is required as a stepping stone, the overall protocol also requires two robots. The method for down-scaling an enlarged polyomino is described in Section 4.2, while the strategy for adapting other algorithms to the connectivity constraints is presented in Section 4.3. Finally, we describe an algorithm for scaling monotone polyominoes without the previous bounding box construction in Section 5.
Related Work
In 1954 Golomb published his work "Checker Boards and Polyominoes" [42] , which appears to be one of the first articles dealing with polyominoes. Since then, a considerable body of work has been published.
Tiling deals with the capability of polyominoes to tile the plane or specific shaped regions. A hierarchy of tiling capabilities for polyominoes was established in [43] , including a classification for all simpler polyominoes up through hexominoes. Furthermore, there is work regarding bounded regions, like rectangles [49, 55] , or tiling with sets of different polyominoes [44] . More recent research focuses on parallel [60] or genetic algorithms [45] , three-dimensional issue [66] , or deciding whether a given polyomino can tile the plane or not [6] .
In the field of molecular self-assembly, Winfree [64] showed that the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) can perform universal computation. The aTAM uses Wang Tiles [62] , which have a square shape and glue on every side. Tiles with equal glues on a square side can stick together to form larger arrangements of tiles. The aTAM and its extensions, e.g., [1, 2, 15, 58] , are studied in tile-based self-assembly. Demaine et al. [15] presented a generalization that uses staging and hence enables more flexibility for laboratory experiments. Other interesting results within the staged self-assembly model are shown in [16] . Another generalization was defined by Fekete et al. [29] , who use polyominoes consisting of any number of unit square tiles, instead of only single square tiles. For a survey of self-assembly models and recent results, see Patitz [54] .
Another active area of research considers robots or agents on graphs, which is similar to our Robots-on-Tiles model. Regarding mazes as a specialization of graphs, Blum and Kozen [8] showed that two automata can search an arbitrary maze. Other work considers general graph exploration (e.g., [31, 35, 53] ), as a distributed or collaborative problem using multiple agents (e.g., [7, 9, 13, 33] ) or with space limitations (e.g., [25, [34] [35] [36] [37] ).
Another related family of problems arises from rendezvous search [3] , where two robots try to meet in a known or unknown environment. Anderson and Weber [4] presented an optimal strategy for discrete locations. The variant of deterministic rendezvous search was studied in [22, 51, 59] . The generalization to more than two robots is known as the gathering problem, which was investigated on graphs [12, 24, 48] or in the plane [10, 11, 32] .
Specific problems in the context of programmable matter include self-folding matter [30, 46, 50] or self-disassembling magnetic robot pebbles [38] . Inspired by single-celled amoeba, Derakhshandeh et al. [17] introduced a fundamental concept for studying algorithmic approaches for extremely simple robotic agents, called the Amoebot model, with a generalized variant and further recent results presented in [21] . The Amoebot model provides a framework based on an equilateral triangular graph and active particles that can occupy a single vertex or a pair of adjacent vertices within that graph. With just a few possibly movements, these particles can form different shapes like lines, triangles or hexagons [19] , or perform leader election as a stepping stone for further operations [14, 21] . A universal shape formation algorithm in the Amoebot model was described by Di Luna et al. [23] . An algorithm for solving the problem of coating an arbitrarily shaped object with a layer of self-organizing programmable matter was presented by Derakhshandeh et al. [20] and analyzed in [18] . Other models with active particles were introduced in by Woods et al. [65] in the Nubot model and by Hurtado et al. [47] for modular robots. Gmyr et al. [41] introduced a hybrid model with two types of particles: active robots acting like a deterministic finite automaton and passive tile particles. Furthermore, they presented algorithms for shape formation [40] and shape recognition [39] using robots on tiles. This resembles the "Robot-on-Tiles" model of our work, for which we introduced geometric algorithms for copying, reflecting, rotating and scaling of a given polyomino as well as an algorithm for constructing a bounding box surrounding a polyomino in [28] .
However, none of these models or methods preserve connectivity, which is the main constraint addressed by this paper.
Preliminaries
In the following, we introduce the basic model used for our work, including general definitions and a description of the applicable constraints.
Model
We consider an infinite square grid graph G, where Z 2 defines the vertices; for every two vertices with distance one there is a corresponding edge in G. We use the compass directions (N, E, S, W ) for orientation when moving on the grid and may use up, right, down and left synonymously. Every vertex of G is either occupied by a tile or unoccupied. Tiles represent passive particles of programmable matter and cannot move or manipulate themselves. Figure 2 (a) shows a graph where exactly one vertex is occupied. A connected subset of vertices, where every vertex is occupied by a tile, forms a polyomino, e.g., as shown in Figure 2 The boundary of a polyomino P is denoted by ∂P and includes all tiles of P that are adjacent to an empty vertex (see also Figure 3 (a) ). Polyominoes can have holes, i.e., there may be a single vertex, or connected sets of vertices that are empty and surrounded by tiles of P . Figure 3 (b) shows a polyomino with a hole. Polyominoes without holes are called simple; otherwise, they are non-simple. A polyomino consists of exactly one connected component of tiles on the grid graph. Hence, multiple separate connected components on the grid induce separate polyominoes. Figure 3 (c) shows two connected components.
Monotony describes a property of polyominoes. In our case, we are interested in monotony with respect to the x-or y-axis. A polyomino fulfills the monotony property for one axis if every line orthogonal to that axis intersects ∂P at most twice. Figure 4 (a) shows an example for a nonmonotone polyomino, (b) the case of an x-monotone polyomino and finally (c) an example for an x-y-monotone polyomino, also known as convex; the red-dotted-lines indicate orthogonal lines to one axis. We use robots as active particles in our model. These robots work like finite deterministic automata that can move around on the grid and manipulate the polyomino. We indicate robots by a colored circle, as shown in Figure 5 (a). A robot has the abilities to move along the edges of the grid graph and to change the state of the current vertex by placing or removing a tile on it. Robots work by a series of Look-Compute-Move (LCM) operations: Depending on the current state of the robot and the vertex it is positioned on (Look), the next step is computed concerning a specific transition function δ (Compute), which determines the future state of robot and vertex and the actual movement (Move). Due to their finiteness, robots cannot perform operations that require non-constant memory, like counting or saving the coordinates of the current position. In the case of multiple robots ( Figure 5 (b) ) we assume that they cannot be located on the same vertex at the same time. Communication between robots is limited to adjacent vertices and can be implemented by expanding the look-phase by the states of all adjacent robots. For the purposes of this paper, connectivity is ensured if the grid graph induced by the union of all placed tiles and all robots is connected. This implies that a robot can hold two components together, as shown in Figure Figure 5 
Constructing a Bounding Box
Fekete et al. [28] showed how to construct a bounding box around a polyomino. However, this algorithm does not guarantee connectivity. We describe an algorithm to construct a bounding box of width one, as shown in Figure 6 . The bounding box of a given polyomino P will be denoted by bb(P ) and consists of four edges or sides, one for every direction. To accomplish the required connectivity between every placed tile, i.e., the bounding box, and P , we specify without any loss of generality that the connection between bb(P ) and P must be on the south side of the boundary.
For ease of presentation, we colorize the polyomino in blue and the bounding box in gray. The robots cannot distinguish between those tiles. We start with somef initial assumptions.
• We assume that two robots are placed adjacent to each other on an arbitrary tile of the polyomino P .
• The first robot R1 is the leader, whose tasks are to find a possible starting position, construct the boundary and to decide whether a reached tile belongs to P or the already assembled bounding box.
• The second robot R2 holds the polyomino and the bounding box together. The first boundary tile is placed right beneath this robot. Meeting the second robot from above corresponds to moving on the polyomino and reaching it from below indicates running on the bounding box.
Construction
The construction can be split into three phases. The first is to locate a suitable starting position, the second covers the actual assembly process, and the last is to finish the construction.
• FindStartingPosition:
1. The first robot R1 leads the search for an appropriate starting position. That can be done by searching for a local y-minimal vertex, which is occupied by a tile. The robots are always able to find a local y-minimum by repeating the following two steps until completion.
a) R1 moves down until the last occupied vertex is reached.
b) R1 moves sideways to check any other column within that row for a possibly lower placed tile. First in one direction and then in the other. If there is no more column with a lower occupied vertex, the local y-minimum is found.
The other robot R2 follows R1 by stepping into the direction, where R1 was located. When the robots reached the end of a column or row, it can be necessary to move a step back, i.e., to make a step in the opposite direction as before. Therefore we need an additional communication step between every two move steps to ensure that both robots perform the same move.
2. R2 positions itself on the first vertex beneath this local y-minimal vertex. Afterwards, R1 starts the bounding box construction one vertex further down. See Figure 7 for an example initial arrangement. • AssemblingBB:
1. The construction is performed clockwise around P , i.e., whenever possible, R1 makes a right turn.
2. Once R1 hits a tile during the construction, we want to know whether this is a tile of P or a tile of bb(P ). We describe this sub-procedure in Section 3.2. If it is a tile belonging to P , we need to shift the current line outwards until there is no more conflict and continue the construction. Figure 8 shows an example; once we hit a tile, which belongs to P (Figure 8 (a)), we shift outwards until the assembly can be continued (b). In case the hit tile belongs to the already assembled bounding box, we continue by finishing the construction process.
3. In case the line to be shifted is the first edge of the constructed bounding box, we know that there exists a tile of P that has a lower y-coordinate than the current starting position. So we build up a bridge to traverse this gap. In the following, we describe the procedure of bridge building analogous to Figure 9 .
a) R1 recognizes a tile belonging to P . b) R1 removes the previously placed tile to mark the end of the constructed bridge. Subsequently, it moves backward on the bridge to collect R2. At this moment, the bridge is only connected through the second robot on the previous starting position. c) R2 places a tile on the vertex it stays on. Both robots return to the end of the bridge and complete it. Now we are connected at be beginning and the end of the bridge.
d) R2 returns to the previous starting position to destroy the bridge from its start. Hence the robots continue by restarting the search for a starting position. Figure 9 : Traversing a gap by building a bridge
• Finishing: At some point, R1 hits a tile that is part of the already assembled bounding box.
At that point, we can finish the bounding box construction. Two possible cases can occur:
1. R1 hits the very first boundary tile, which is the tile beneath R2, while building from east to west. As it is shown in Figure 10 , the bounding box is finished. R1 hits the bounding box on any other tile, or the very first boundary tile while building from south to north, see Figure 11 (a) for an example. If the hit tile is not a corner tile, the current line needs to be shifted outwards until the next corner is reached. From that, we know that firstly exactly one three-way crossing exists and secondly there must be some part of the already assembled boundary that lies within the final bounding box that encloses P . We need to establish a new connection between bb(P ) and P and remove the inner lying boundary tiles. This can be done by executing the following steps, which are pictured in Figure 11 .
-R1 moves clockwise around on the bounding box until the first tile of P with distance two to the southern side is found. Starting with a configuration as in Figure 11 (b), the red robot would find the first suitable tile right above the position it is placed on in Figure 11 (c).
-R1 ensures the connectivity between this tile and the boundary by placing one tile between both. This step creates a second three-way crossing.
-R1 retraces the path to R2 by moving counterclockwise on the boundary and following every possible left-hand turn. In Figure 11 (c) the path is indicated by the arrow.
-Once R2 is fetched up, the part outgoing from the initially starting position can be destroyed until the first three-way junction is reached.
-Both robots move clockwise around on the bounding box searching for the only remaining three-way crossing, which was created a few steps before to ensure connectivity. 
Tile Membership
If we hit any tile during the bounding box construction, we must know whether this tile belongs to the polyomino or the already assembled boundary. To accomplish this, we make use of the following strategy. Any possible bounding box tile has one blank adjacent vertex. So if this is not given, we know without any further checks that the considered tile belongs to the polyomino. Otherwise, we check the tile's membership as follows. Whenever we hit a tile for which we would like to check membership (as for the tiles, the red robot R1 is placed on in Figure 12 (a) and Figure 13 (a)), the robot removes the previously placed tile (grey striped within both figures). And, in case that was the first tile inducing a new side of the bounding box, i.e., it is the first tile after a right turn, we position a marker tile on the outer side of the boundary corner forming a left turn, see Figure 12 (b).
Since we only make right turns during the boundary construction, this will be the only discoverable left turn. Hence, when we follow the bounding box beginning from the start, we can identify the position where the last bounding box tile was placed, either the vertex opposed to the only left turn or the first empty vertex when following the direction of the last side. Figure 12 (b) shows the first and Figure 13 (b) the second case. From that the robot is going to move clockwise around the boundary of the connected component, to which the tile we have to check belongs. If the second robot R2 is met from above, the tile to be tested belongs to the polyomino. In the other case, we met R2 from below, that indicates we tested a tile of the already constructed bounding box. Both cases are shown in Figure 14 (a).
Case 1:
Case 2: In case the tested tile belongs to the polyomino, R1 meets R2 from above, which means R1 moves on P . However, after we determined the tile's membership, we have to continue moving on the bounding box. Hence we either switch the tasks of both robots and move synchronously one step downwards or R1 steps along R2 to reach the bounding box. In case of a tested tile, which belongs to bb(P ), R1 is already on the boundary. Afterward, we retrace to the position of the previously tested tile and continue the construction.
Simple Polyominoes
In case of a simple polyomino, the bounding box can be assembled using only one robot instead of two. That is possible because we determine a bounding box structure, that enables the robot to distinguish between tiles belonging to the already constructed bounding box and those of the given polyomino. Therefore the following adaptions are needed:
• Instead of creating a boundary of width one as described before, we construct it as a three tile wide line, consisting of an outer, middle and inner lane. On the middle lane, every second vertex is unoccupied. Since there are no holes within simple polyominoes, the robot can clearly distinguish between P and the bounding box. (Figure 15 • The first bounding box element, which is placed right beneath a possible starting position has two vertically successive unoccupied vertices vertices. (Figure 15 (a))
• To handle step 3 of the assembling step in Section 3.1, that is traversing a gap with a bridge, it might be necessary to make use of a bounding box element with two horizontally successive unoccupied vertices. The element is shown in (c) of Figure 15 , and an example for the purpose of application can be seen in Figure 16 . • Because of the defined type of boundary elements, the minimum distance between polyomino and the constructed bounding box is either two or three and may differ for every side of the bounding box. Since it might be necessary to search for a new connection between boundary and P while finishing the construction, and the minimal distance between the southern bounding box and P could be three, we need a second connection element, shown in Figure 15 (d), with three vertically successive unoccupied vertices. The use case can be seen in Figure 17 .
With this adaptions, we can build up a bounding box surrounding simple polyominoes with just one robot instead of two for the general case. 
Analysis
Theorem 1. Given a polyomino P of width w and height h, building a bounding box surrounding P with the need that boundary and P are always connected, can be done with two robots in O(max(w, h) · (wh + k · |∂P |)) steps, where k is the number of convex corners in P .
Proof. Correctness: We consider an initial configuration. The robots start anywhere on the polyomino, and we can always find a local y-minimum by moving down until the first empty is reached, followed by checking for possibly lower placed tiles within any other column of that row and in case it is, repeating these two steps. During the assembling step the robot, whenever possible, performs a right turn. A right turn is possible if the minimal distance between the resulting boundary edge and P is two. Every time the robot recognizes a tile of P with a smaller distance, the current line needs to be shifted outwards until there is no more conflicting tile. If the line to shift is noticed as the first boundary side, the bounding box will be deleted entirely, and the construction process will restart after we searched for a new starting position. After at most k turns the robot will either come into conflict, that results in restarting from another starting position, or it finds a part of the already assembled bounding box and continues by finishing the construction. Finishing the bounding box may require shifting the last assembled boundary edge to form a rectangle surrounding P . Thereby we built a three-way crossing which connects the outer bounding box and all boundary tiles lying inside of it as well as the second robot. So we construct a second three-way crossing on the south boundary side via extending that side by placing one tile at some vertex, that lies between a tile of P and one of bb(P ) and ensures connectivity between them. Since there are no more than that two described three-way crossings, we can retrace the path from one to the other by moving counterclockwise (clockwise) taking every left-hand (right-hand) turn with attention on the characteristic, that the second junction extends the bounding box by just one tile to the inner. So we can retrace to the starting position, pick up the second robot and remove all unnecessary boundary tiles.
Connectivity: While assembling the bounding box or checking the membership of a tile, there is always one robot holding P and the bounding box together. Whenever we have to build up a bridge for traversing a gap, the constructed bridge between the previous starting position and the first intersection with P will not be removed until one robot ensures connectivity at this intersection. Finally, there is at least one connection between P and the bounding box when we are finishing the construction. The assembly robot firstly places a tile as new connection right above the south boundary edge and only then retraces to the previous starting position to pick up the second robot and disassembles the inner bounding box parts.
Time: Analogous to [28] , we show that every within the final bounding box is visited constant times, but there may be vertices that can be visited up to max(w,
that leads to a conflict during construction, the decision of whether that tile belongs to P or the bounding box is done by using the subroutine described in Section 3.2. This subroutine takes O(|∂P |) steps for tiles of P and O(|bb(P )|) steps for boundary tiles. For every tile in ∂P we have a constant number of tiles in bb(P ) and therefore O(|bb(P )|) ⊆ O(|∂P |). We only check the membership of a hit tile if the conflict appears while the robot is in assembling state and not while shifting an already existing boundary part. This can only occur up to k times because just after a convex corner is passed, the current side can be extended. Therefore we have a total of O(max(w, h) · (wh + k · |∂P |)) steps. In case of simple polyominoes and due to the possibility of clearly distinguish between tiles of the already assembled bounding box and those of the polyomino, the membership check, as described in Section 3.2, is not needed anymore. The distinction can be done by just one robot and hence there is no need for additional robots. So we obtain: Corollary 1. Given a simple polyomino P of width w and height h, building a bounding box surrounding P with the need that boundary and P are always connected, can be done with one robot in O(max(w, h) · wh) steps.
Scaling Polyominoes
In this section, we present several algorithms. The first is up-scaling of polyominoes in the general case when there already exists a bounding box surrounding the given polyomino. This is followed by an algorithm for the inverse procedure, down-scaling a polyomino that is already scaled. Finally, we present a strategy for adapting algorithms that solve arbitrary tasks on a polyomino within the same model, with the additional constraint of preserving connectivity.
Up-Scaling
We describe a strategy for scaling polyominoes by a constant scaling factor c. Our strategy ensures that all placed tiles and all robots are connected during the whole process. The scaled version will be build up right next to the given polyomino. In the following, we describe the case of constructing the scaled version of P to the left of its initial position; the other case follows analogously. Figure 19 shows an example configuration before starting the scaling process. Any initial configuration fulfills the following conditions.
Preparation
• The one tile wide bounding box that encloses the polyomino P is already constructed. There is no edge (N, E, S, W) of the bounding box with a minimal distance to P that is greater than two.
• We start with the leader (red) robot R1 right beneath the robot R2 that holds P and the boundary together. This connection between P and the bounding box is located on the south side of the bounding box, as defined in Section 3. During the scaling process, three columns within the bounding box (including the box itself) are involved. The first (from west to east) is the current column of P to scale; the column where the robot is placed on in Figure 20 . The second column, which is filled with tiles excepting the topmost row, is used to ensure connectivity and helps to recognize finishing of the current column. And the third column marks both, the current overall progress and that within the column to scale. This three columns can be prepared as follows:
1. The robot fills up the easternmost column within the bounding box, excepting the northernmost vertex. From now on there is no other robot needed, cause this filled column ensures the connectivity of the bounding box and P .
2. The robot walks southwards and removes the southernmost tile of the column to the right. This marks that the current column to scale lies two steps to the west. For marking the next tile to scale, he removes the tile two steps to the north, which is the first possible tile of P .
3. Place a tile right above the south side of the bounding box in the column to scale. 
Scaling Process
It follows a description of the different states during the scaling process. All example figures are based on a scaling factor c = 3.
• NextTile: The robot moves right until the column marker is reached, that is the first empty vertex. And then the robot moves upwards looking for the row marker. The next tile to handle is the one lying two steps to the left from this marker. Outgoing from the row marker, three cases may appear: After the scaled element is placed, the robots state transits back to 'NextTile'.
• NewColumn: Preparing a new column can be done similarly to steps 2 and 3 of preparation in Section 4.1.1, i.e., we remove the previously used marker, place them one column further to the left and position a tile on the lowermost vertex within the new column. The scaling process is finished, when the desired vertex during adapted step 3 is already occupied as shown in Figure 24 . That will only appear if the left side of the bounding box is reached and lets the robots state transit to 'CleanUp' state. Otherwise, the robot continues with the next tile to scale.
• CleanUp: The clean up subprocess can be split into two steps.
1. Removing all tiles within the originally w · h bounding box area including the boundary leftovers themselves. This can be done columnwise from right to left until the first column without a single blank vertex occurs. As seen in Figure 25 the first column with this condition can be identified as the left boundary side. 2. Removing all c × c segments that represent an unoccupied vertex within the target area. Figure 26 shows the start of this step (a) and the finished clean up process (b). Because the last scaled column was completely blank, this is done from left to right. Every time we move onto a new column, the robot has to check if this is the last column. That is needed because in case it is, we have to clean up from both sides of that column, i.e., top and bottom, until the first segment is reached, which represents an occupied vertex. Afterward, we have to check for possibly further segments which may have to be removed between these two. This special handling of the last column is needed, cause if we just follow a top-down or bottom-up strategy, we could lose connectivity. 
Simple Polyominoes
In case the polyomino to be scaled is simple and the bounding box was constructed as described in section 3.3, minor adaptions are needed. Because there could be a minimal distance of three between bounding box and polyomino, the robot has to check for connectivity with P while performing step 1 of Section 4.1.1, which means that the robot has to fill up a second column if connectivity is not ensured. After that it is possible to remove the connection segment between southern boundary and P . For the further scaling process it is needed to determine the inner or outer lane of the boundary to hold the column marker.
Analysis
Theorem 2. Scaling a polyomino P of width w and height h by a constant scaling factor c without loss of connectivity can be performed with two robots in O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps.
Proof. Correctness: Starting with a described initial configuration, connectivity between the polyomino and the constructed bounding box is guaranteed by one robot holding both together. After the preparation steps are done, there is at least one tile in the current column connecting the polyomino and all other placed tiles at any time. Because every scaled segment is placed right next to the bounding box or an already scaled element of P , connectivity is ensured during the scaling process. Cleaning up is done by removing every tile within the initial bounding box area as well as the remaining parts of the boundary itself. Followed by removing every element within the scaled c · w × c · h area that represents an empty vertex. Both can be done as described from one side to the other and will always guarantee connectivity. The scaling step is performed from right to left and terminates when the left side of the bounding box is detected. Because of the need for a bounding box surrounding P and we are only able to construct it with two robots, we also need two robots for scaling polyominoes under the condition of connectivity. Time: Every of the w · h vertices within the bounding box of P will be handled twice during the whole process. Due to the possibility of constructing the bounding box for a simple polyomino P with only one robot as described in Section 3.3 and the fact that additional robots are not needed for the described scaling strategy, we obtain: Corollary 2. Scaling a simple polyomino P of width w and height h by a constant scaling factor c without loss of connectivity can be performed with one robot in O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps.
Down-Scaling
Down-scaling a polyomino that is already scaled by a known c corresponds to scaling it by the factor 1 c and works similarly to the previously described up-scaling. We position the down-scaled version right beside the up-scaled one. In the following, we describe the case of assembling the down-scaled version of P to the right, the other case follows analogues. Prerequisite is that the cw × ch area is filled with segments representing an occupied or unoccupied vertex. If this is not given, we need to construct a bounding box and fill up every empty c × c square within the bounded area with a segment that represents an unoccupied vertex. Afterward, the bounding box and rows or columns which only contain segments representing empty vertices, have to be removed. From that, we obtain the previously described rectangle shape which has to be handled. We mark the first segment and prepare the target area by extending the lowermost row by three tiles, directed to the target area. Figure 27 shows (a) a polyomino satisfying the prerequisites and (b) the initial configuration. The rightmost column of the target area is used as a marker column. The next desired target vertex can be determined by searching for the first empty vertex in this marker column and outgoing from there it is the vertex one step to the left. From that we are going to process P columnwise from left to right and bottom-up within the columns. To track the progress within a column we place a marker in the current c × c segment. For the first column we place tiles for segments of P representing an occupied vertex and for the further columns we remove tiles for segments of P representing an empty vertex, because the desired target column is completely filled with tiles as it was used as marker column before; the difference is shown in Figure 28 . This is needed to ensure connectivity during the execution. After the down-scaling of a column is finished, the robot removes its initial version and extends the target area by one tile as a new marker column. After the last column of the scaled version of P has been destroyed, the robot recognizes that there is no further valid c × c segment in the next column, as shown in Figure 29 . Hence we can finish the process by removing the farthest column and the lowest row. 
Adapting Algorithms
Within the Robot-on-Tiles model there are different algorithms solving various tasks on polyominoes. These algorithms not necessarily ensure connectivity between all tiles and robots during execution. We show that with the help of the described scaling strategy, we can adapt most of these algorithms to preserve connectivity.
Definition 1.
We define the robots movement area (striped in Figure 30 ) while executing an arbitrary algorithm as a w × h rectangle in which w is defined as the difference between the lowest and highest x-coordinate out of all visited vertices and all placed tiles; h is defined analogously for y-coordinates.
P w w h h Figure 30 : A polyomino P of width w and height h and the robots movement area while executing an arbitrary algorithm Theorem 3. Given an algorithm A for solving an arbitrary task on a polyomino P of width w and height h within the Robot-on-Tiles model, a time complexity T (A) and which possibly not ensures connectivity between all placed tiles, we can generate an algorithm A for the same task with additionally guaranteed connectivity during the whole procedure and a total running time of
Proof. Approach: The first step is to scale the polyomino P of width w and height h by any constant factor c > 1. We make use of the described strategy (Section 4.1.2), with a minor adaption during the clean up. We only remove the leftovers of the initial polyomino and the constructed bounding box, leaving the area where the scaled version was built up as it is. Hence we get a cw × ch rectangle containing the scaled polyomino and c × c segments representing empty vertices from within the w × h area of the initial polyomino. From that for every single robot movement in A, the robot makes c steps in A and if necessary additionally checks whether it is placed on a c × c segment representing an empty or an occupied vertex. Figure 31 (a) shows an example, where the robot moves along the red lines and stops on the black doted vertices within a c × c segment.
Every time the robot steps on an empty vertex, which does not belong to a scaled c × c segment (Figure 31 (b) ), we fill up the entered column or row with c × c segments, representing unoccupied vertices. To identify that segment of the column (row) which we stepped on firstly, we mark it by leaving an extra vertex within that segment blank, as shown in Figure 32 . Analysis: The scaling procedure requires O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps. Due to the described movement adjustment of doing c steps in A instead of one step in A, the running time of A increases by the constant factor c. Finally there is the fill up procedure, which we use in case of stepping on an empty vertex. Depending on the robots movement area for A, we get O(max((w −w)h , (h −h)w )) steps for filling up. This results in an overall running time of O(wh · (c
After the algorithm terminates and if there exists only one polyomino in its scaled representation within the constructed rectangle area, we can eliminate empty columns and rows followed by using the described down-scaling strategy (Section 4.2) for resetting it to its initial scale. 
Scaling Monotone Polyominoes
In case the polyomino to scale is monotone with respect to at least one axis, we can scale it using two robots as well, but without the preceding bounding box construction. Our scaling strategy is split into two phases. Firstly we scale columnwise in the direction, in which P is monotone and afterward, also columnwise, in the other direction. In the following, we describe the case of scaling an x-monotone polyomino. The y-monotone case is handled from a rotated view, i.e., we move left instead of up, right instead of down, and so on. Figure 33 shows an example of an x-monotone polyomino (a) and its scaled version (b). Initially, the two robots must be placed together on the polyomino P . The first robot R1 as the leader, who places and removes tiles and leads the movement. And the second robot R2 for marking tasks. We assume monotony and start by moving to the leftmost column and afterward, to the topmost tile. From that, the actual scaling process can be started with the first phase.
Phase I
During the first phase, we process the polyomino columnwise from left to right resulting in a polyomino scaled in the y-direction by the factor c. The marker robot R2 is placed on the uppermost tile of the current column and R1 right above. For every tile in that column R2 waits for R1 to communicate the assignment of the current vertex and moves one step down until the lower end is reached. After R1 got a signal for an occupied vertex, it extends the current row to the upper side by c − 1 tiles and returns to R2. When R2 steps on the first empty vertex, the current column is finished after R1 returns to R2, see Figure 34 (b) for an example.
After every finished column during Phase I, it is ensured that all columns to the left are scaled in the y-direction. Moving on to the next column may lead to one of three possible cases depending on the lowest tiles y-coordinate of the previously finished and the following column. The lowest tile of the next column may have an equal, a higher or lower y-coordinate as the lowest tile of the previously finished column. That results in different handling. Let t p (t c ) be the lowest tile within the previously handled (current) column and y tp (y tc ) the y-coordinate of that tile. Then the three cases are handled as follows:
1. y tp = y tc : No additional preparation needed, we simply continue as before by scaling the next column in the y-direction.
2. y tp < y tc : To avoid displacement in cause of empty vertices underneath the next column, each of these empty vertices has to be also scaled. Therefore, the robots start with the first empty vertex right beneath the next column. From that, for every empty vertex with a higher or equal y-coordinate, every unprocessed column of P , i.e., all columns to the right, will be shifted c − 1 steps upwards. This can be done clockwise by placing c − 1 tiles above every column, followed by removing c − 1 tiles from the bottom end of every column. See Figure 35 for an example. 3. y tp > y tc : In this case, we shift the further unprocessed columns c − 1 steps upwards for every occupied vertex with a higher or equal y-coordinate. The shifting can be done as described in the second case. Afterward, the scaling can continue reflected horizontally, i.e., for every tile within a column, the robot extends it by placing c − 1 tiles right beneath the lower end of the column instead of the upper side. The possible cases when entering a new column have to be detected mirrored, too. That means we execute the procedure as described for y tp < y tc when we recognize y tp > y tc and vice versa and concerning the uppermost tile instead of the lowermost. Moreover, a possibly shifting procedure has to be done counterclockwise instead of clockwise.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 36 : (a) Recognizing y tp > y tc , so in this example every unprocessed column needs to be shifted upwards c − 1 steps one time. And afterward, the column scaling will continue horizontally mirrored. (b) After shifting is done, the column scaling in y-direction will continue horizontally mirrored. So the additional tiles get placed below instead of above the column. (c) Extended the current column downwards.
Using this strategy enables us to scale the polyomino in one direction. Afterward, the scaling has to be done in the other direction, which we separate in Phase II.
Phase II
During Phase II, every column has to be scaled on the other axis, here in the x-direction. This can be done by copying every column c − 1 times next to its current position. Except for the first column, copying one column results in a conflict with its neighbor. Therefore, before we duplicate a column within the polyomino, every column we have processed so far has to be shifted outwards c − 1 steps in x-direction. This can be done by repeating the following steps, starting with R1 on the leftmost column and R2 marking the next column to scale, as shown in Figure 37 (a).
1. Duplicate the current column to shift c − 1 times to the left.
2. From the uppermost tile of the current column, see Figure 37 (b), the robot moves c steps to the right and searches for the first tile within the entered column by moving down.
3. After the first tile is found, R1 moves additional c 2 steps down, followed by moving c − 1 steps to the left. The reached vertex will be used as a marker when removing the previously shifted column. Figure 37 (c) shows the configuration after executing this step. The robot R1 is placed on top of the marker vertex.
4. We remove all tiles from above and underneath of this marker. Firstly done from one end of the column and afterward, from the other end. This step is executed for c − 1 columns. R1 ends on the next column to shift, or in case the second robot R2 can be found at the bottom end of that column, shifting is done. Now, the next column to scale can be duplicated. 
Theorem 4.
Scaling an x-monotone polyomino P of width w and height h by a constant scaling factor c without loss of connectivity can be done with two robots in O(w 2 hc 2 ) steps.
Proof. Correctness: During Phase I the polyomino is processed columnwise from left to right. Using the second robot as a marker within every column, we can track the progress within it, and we only move on to the next column, when every tile of the current column is scaled in the y-direction. In case we have to shift tiles to represent the scaling of an empty vertex, the whole part of the polyomino which we have not processed so far will be shifted to ensure connectivity between the columns. This shifting is done clockwise (or in mirrored case, counterclockwise), i.e., firstly we extend all columns by c − 1 tiles on one side, and secondly, we reduce all columns by c − 1 tiles on the other side. This method ensures on the one hand that all unprocessed columns so far are properly aligned and on the other that P stays connected during the whole procedure. This first phase terminates when the rightmost column is finished. In Phase II we have to scale every column in the x-direction, so we also move on columnwise. Whenever it is needed to shift the already processed columns to free space for the next column to scale, one robot stays on the next column to scale, while the other does the actual shifting. We use bridges to ensure connectivity between two adjacent columns when shifting one of them. These bridges are placed between the first found connection between them, i.e., the first row where a tile is placed in both columns when the robot moves top-down. Shifting is finished, when the next column to scale is reached, which is marked by the second robot. When there is no further column to the right, the algorithm terminates with P scaled by the constant scaling factor c. 
Conclusion

Presented Work
The "Robot-on-Tiles" model provides an infinite grid graph with robots acting like a deterministic finite automaton and with the ability to manipulate polyominoes that are placed on that grid. This model is well designed to investigate problems related to programmable matter. We have shown that an arbitrary polyomino can be scaled by a constant factor c without loss of connectivity, using up to two robots, depending on the input polyomino. We presented different approaches, firstly for polyominoes in general and with slight modifications for simple polyominoes, and secondly for polyominoes that are monotone with respect to at least one axis. With knowledge about the ability to scale polyominoes without loss of connectivity, we can adapt most algorithms, which perform arbitrary tasks on polyominoes within the same model and possibly not ensure connectivity, with an additional account for the requirement for connectivity. In Section 3 we presented an algorithm to construct a bounding box surrounding a given polyomino of width w and height h using two robots in a running time of O(max(w, h) · (wh + k · |∂P |)) steps, where k is the number of convex corners. One robot holds the bounding box and the polyomino together, while the other robot performs the actual construction. The construction is performed clockwise around the polyomino, and whenever the robot comes in conflict with an already existing tile, we use a subroutine to check whether that tile belongs to the already constructed bounding box or the initial polyomino. With slight modifications that were described in Section 3.3, we can construct the bounding box for a simple polyomino with the use of just one robot and a running time of O(max(w, h) · wh) steps.
Using the previously described bounding box construction, we introduced our scaling algorithm in Section 4. Once the bounding box is constructed, the initial polyomino can be scaled right next to the bounding box using one robot. For every vertex within the bounded area, the robot assembles a c × c segment that represents either an occupied or an empty vertex. Hence we can distinguish these types of vertices in the area of the scaled polyomino. Our scaling algorithm has a total running time of O(wh · (c 2 + cw + ch)) steps using two robots. Since the use of two robots is only reasoned by the previously bounding box construction, we can scale a simple polyomino using one robot within the same time complexity. Given a polyomino that is already scaled by a factor c, a very similar strategy for down-scaling by the inverse factor 1 c was presented in Section 4.2. In case the polyomino to scale is monotone, we can use another scaling strategy, which is described in Section 5 and gets along without a previously constructed bounding box. We use two robots and start by extending every column by c − 1 tiles for every initial tile within that column, followed by copying every column c − 1 times. We end in a running time of O(w 2 hc 2 ) steps using two robots. Finally, we introduced a strategy to adapt most algorithms, which can be performed on a polyomino within the robots on tiles model and not necessarily ensure connectivity, with the additional requirement of connectivity in Section 4.3. We use our described scaling strategy with minor adap-tions to receive a tiled rectangle containing the scaled polyomino. Afterward, we maintain this rectangle by filling up every empty column or row which we entered while executing the adapted algorithm. Considering the running time for previously scaling, and for maintaining the received rectangle, our strategy results in a total running time of O(wh·(c 2 +cw +ch)+max((w −w)h , (h − h)w ) + c · T (A)) steps.
Future Work
There is a whole range of possible extensions.
Is it possible to scale general polyominoes without the preceding bounding box construction? A possible approach could be to cut the polyomino into a subset of monotone polyominoes, which could be handled separately.
Another challenge is to develop distributed algorithms with multiple robots that are capable of solving a range of problems with the requirement of connectivity, without having to rely on the preceding scaling procedure that we used in our work. Other questions arise from additional requirements of real-world applications e.g., in the construction and reconfiguration of space habitats.
